THE SPA AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL WANGFUJING, BEIJING OFFERS WIDE RANGE OF WELLNESS, BEAUTY AND FITNESS OPTIONS

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental Wangfujing, Beijing offers an array of the Group’s legendary spa, wellness and beauty facilities.

The spa has four luxurious suites, offering a range of speciality treatments, along with a state-of-the-art Fitness Centre, a 25-metre lap pool with skylight, a steam room and a tea lounge. Beauty products from Aromatherapy Associates and Natura Bissé feature, with additional anti-ageing Venus Freeze Plus™ beauty treatments on the menu as well.

Each of the four uniquely named wellness suites at the 73-room boutique hotel has a theme. All provide an atmosphere of serene calm, where guests can enjoy personalised pampering and a carefully-curated range of specialised treatments that range from aromatherapy to acupressure to anti-ageing.

The Mirror Suite is dedicated to healing treatments, carried out by highly-trained therapists, which include the Serenity Sound Bath treatment and the Gharieni heated quartz sand bed treatment; all of which are designed to induce total physical and mental relaxation.

The Flower Suite is a couple’s suite, with a Moroccan theme, and is equipped with a traditional Hammam, a water-based heated chamber with delicate tiling.

The Water Suite offers therapeutic treatments, including soothing massages and a range of other options from the spa’s extensive menu.

The Moon Suite has a focus on beauty, offering rejuvenating and revitalising face and body treatments, including those using the Venus Freeze Plus™ system, which has non-invasive
winkle reduction and skin brightening capabilities, using advanced and sophisticated technology.

Guests can choose from a range of bespoke wellness options that include the flagship Emperor’s Longevity treatment, which uses Xiuyan jade, in conjunction with ancient Gua Sha meridian techniques and the dry-heat of quartz sand to relax and rejuvenate. Another standout option is the Moroccan Suite Experience, which uses fully-immersive Hammam-style water techniques.

The holistic beauty and skin care options feature anti-ageing facials, cleansing rituals, skin refining, body contouring and body scrubs using essential oils.

In addition, there is a Fitness Centre with the very latest workout machines including the SKILL RUN, an innovative treadmill that pushes technological boundaries by incorporating resistance training capabilities. The stunning 25-metre lap pool has natural light streaming through the glass skylight and ergonomic, gently warmed ceramic loungers to rest by the poolside.

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental Wangfujing offers the legendary service and pampering that Mandarin Oriental hotels are famed for throughout the world.
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